DHC GOING DIGITAL
TOWARDS A FULL ENERGY SHARING
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ROADMAPS
THE FUNDAMENTAL ROLE OF PLANNING

- Martellus map (1491): probably the best representation of Columbus’ conception of the world at the time of his first voyage
- Long term vision: in Brescia DH has been strongly supported over the last 50 years
THE POWER OF SHARING
FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL

My first camera!

The future: market interrelation
DHC DIGITALISATION
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITY

• Driving forces:
  - market/customers
  - policy/regulations

• What is needed?
  - Action at building level (DSM)
  - Probably/possibly new rules
  - Certainly new business models to enable/facilitate sector market interrelation

➢ DHC fully enable energy sharing at a local (city) level

But... don’t forget the role of energy users!
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